I2SL Benchmarking Working Group Meeting Minutes
Conference Call: 30 October 2015
Attendees: David Cohen, Geethadevi, Jacob Werner, Phil Wirdzek, Sweta Agarwal, Brad Cochran, Alison
Farmer, Tim Deak, David Landman, Emily Dietrich, Paul Leitch, Justin Lewis, Dan Doyle, Allison Paradise,
Marcus Hazelwood, Paul Mathew, Sascha Jansz, Hadley Stolte.
1) Alison gave an overview of the group’s mission (to optimize the positive impact of benchmarking
on lab sustainability) and ground rule (if you say you’ll do something then do it, or at least let us
know if you can’t). The meeting agenda is appended to these minutes.
2) All attendees introduced themselves to the group. Great to meet everyone!
3) Alison gave a brief summary of the benchmarking presentations and meeting at the Annual
Conference in San Diego in September.
a. Lots of interest and emails received since the conference – there’s a real need and
desire for high quality lab benchmarking services.
b. Alison reiterated her two proposed tasks for the group: i) to secure the future of the
Labs21 tool and enhance to improve usability, and ii) to provide additional targeted
statistical and demographic information on labs alongside the benchmarking tool.
c. The remainder of the call focused on tasks needed for item i), which includes
preparation of a scope of work for upgrades to the tool. With a scope in hand, I2SL can
demonstrate the need for upgrades and can be ready to proceed as soon as access is
granted.
4) Phil reported on the ongoing efforts to permit I2SL to make enhancements to the existing Labs21
tool (which is currently owned and maintained by LBNL).
a. Paul Mathew confirmed that LBNL no longer has funding to vet data entered into the
tool, and does not have resources to tackle any server issues or bugs.
b. Arrangements have not yet been made but are expected to take shape over the next
few months.
5) Jacob Werner spoke about benchmarking requirements for the AIA 2030 challenge.
a. The AIA directs architects to use the Labs21 dataset to set baseline energy usage for
energy savings targets.
b. Jacob reported a desire for more data – datasets end up small when selection criteria
are tight (even for climate zone 5A, one of the more populated zones in the database).
c. Jacob also expressed a concern that the process could be “gamed” to select an
artificially high baseline.
d. Paul Mathew mentioned the LEED EBOM instruction sheet, which provides guidelines
on filtering to select a peer group of buildings for benchmarking.
e. Additional desires mentioned by Jacob included more data on specialized lab types such
as vivaria, clean rooms, and bio-containment facilities.

f.

The group also discussed estimated vs. metered data reported in the tool.

6) Tim gave an overview of progress made so far on updating the regression analysis originally
presented in 2010 (when the lab dataset was much smaller).
a. Tim reported that the overall linear fit (to the same parameters as in 2010) has a smaller
R2 value (11% vs. 34%) than in 2010, indicative of greater scatter between buildings.
b. The overall energy use distribution also appears to be different.
c. Alison expressed her concern about data integrity in database entries.
d. Paul Mathew reiterated the need for benchmarking to be a “soft focus” exercise.
e. Tim will provide further updates as his work progresses, including (requested by Jacob)
an analysis of estimated vs. metered data.
7) Sascha and Emily described their review of the Labs21 tool (made from their perspective as new
users of the tool).
a. Sascha indicated that the overall purpose of the tool is not clear to the new user. Paul
Mathew provided some history on the evolution of the tool’s user base over time
(initially created for facilities O&M personnel, but evolved to being used by architects,
consultants, and engineers too – often on behalf of owners).
b. Due to some technical difficulties with GoToMeeting, Sascha’s presentation was
unfortunately cut short.
c. Sascha and Emily’s review document is appended to these minutes.
8) Justin described his UC Davis team’s review of the Labs21 tool.
a. This review took a “red-line” approach to the existing tool, and proposed a new design
and use of Highcharts, a service providing live-updating, interactive charts.
b. A summary of their review is appended to these minutes.
9) Alison will create one or more subgroups to work on preparing the scope in more detail – it’s
hard to create a detailed document in a large-group conference call setting!
a. Subgroup(s) will report back to the main group for input and review.
b. Please let Alison know if you would like to help with scope preparation!
10) The next main group call will be in mid-December. Stay tuned!
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I2SL Benchmarking Working Group Conference Call
Date and time: Friday 30 October 2015, 1pm-2pm EDT
Call-in info:
Dial +1 (408) 650-3123
Access Code: 624-986-645

Webmeeting info:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/624986645

Expected attendees: benchmarking working group members
Purpose of meeting: Review progress since Annual Conference; outline path for next few months.
Agenda:
Item #

Description

Presenter

Time

Expected product/outcome

1

Overview of purpose, agenda, and format
of meeting

Alison

2 min

-

2

Introductions

All

10 min

Attendee list

Alison

5 min

-

Alison/Phil

5 min

-

3
4

Brief update on benchmarking at the
Annual Conference
Update on Labs21 tool access and best
focus for group

5

Benchmarking and AIA 2030 challenge

Jacob

5 min

6

Report on updated regression analysis

Tim

5 min

7

Developing scope for Labs21 Tool
improvements: 1) U Alberta report

Emily/Sascha

5 min

8

Scope development: 2) UC Davis report

Justin/UC
Davis team

5 min

9

Review of action items; date of next call

Alison

5 min

Starting point for scope of
work
Starting point for scope of
work
Action items

Feedback from UAlberta.
General:
The goal, audience and intended results of the tool are unclear to me: Who should be using this tool?
Lab users or building managers? What is the goal of this tool? To gain insight before considering a larger
energy audit or to provide a grip on possible solutions? How do the results of the tool support the goal?








Encourage usability by clearly stating the value proposition for the tool (what problem this tool
solves and why someone should care)
Share examples of how professionals can use this tool and impact on work (similar to above)
Define a target audience and 'stream' the tool based on different audiences/uses
I would like to better understand how the Labs21 tool links into other data management tools
people are using and wonder if there is a way to make the two work together?
Show clear examples of how to use the tool, the kinds of information that can be gained
Classify users based on use--stream people based on the time and data inputs they have
the tool is only good if people use it (better data pool) so look at drivers for use and incentives
(including people establishing networks in similar parts of the country)

For the following remarks I assumed the knowledge of a building manager
Input:
-

-

-

The distinction between lab types may be unknown / differently divided
Terminology: what is a vivarium (we looked it up)
Data on the sizes of vivarium’s may not be readily available
Total operating hours: this is a difficult variable as there are often people at work in a lab 24/7.
Does a certain percentage have to be in? also, equipment may run when a lab is not occupied to
support certain experiments
Ventilation systems energy use is usually not sub metered  decreases usability of the tool
Cooling system energy use  do you require the energy used by or the energy supplied by the
cooling plant?
o Energy used by the cooling plant serves many more buildings then just this one
o energy supplied by the cooling plant is equal to total energy use
Lighting system energy use is usually not sub metered  decreases usability of the tool
Process / plug load energy use is usually not sub metered  decreases usability of the tool
Installed lighting power: would be more user-friendly to ask the number and type, provide the
calculation inside the tool
What is meant with process load description?
A building may have one VAV fume hood, what % of energy saving equipment is needed to
check off high performance features?
Data collection, not readily available data:
o Lab type

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Vivarium square footage
Linear footage of fume hoods
# of occupants (unfortunately this is very hard to assess in a campus setting)
Peak demand
Ventilation systems energy use
Cooling system energy use
Lighting System Energy Use
Process/Plug Energy Use

Methodology
My first impression was that he tool would give me more insight in the specific energy use of labs,
compared to the total buildings usage, by applying ratios or formulas to the entered data. After a more
detailed look it seems to me that the tool does not calculate new data, it is more a way of accessing and
growing the database.
-

-

If building and accessing the database is the intended goal, how representative is the current
database? How many buildings are in the database and have these entries been randomly
tested? (How reliable is the data entered by – perhaps - not professional users. Who is the
intended user?)
If the tool does intend to provide insight to not sub metered data, by applying ratios or formulas
to the total building usage: How many cases have been sub metered and tested in the model, to
prove the correctness of the tools results.

Other questions:
-

The actual building often uses more energy than was anticipated in the buildings design. Is this
taking into account in the tool and displayed in the results?
The demo version does not show what values are used to generate the data. That made it
harder for me to understand how to interpret the results
It would be great to replace the information pop-ups with ‘hovering fields’.
The mandatory data distinction is very small; it seems at first that all the data is required.
It does not recognize the zip code

Results / benchmarking:
-

Questions are repeated in the benchmarking tool, is this so you can compare to different types
of labs as well?
For my test building it does not display results, the database appears to be empty
The form resets every time I want to regenerate the results
You need the sub metered data to get a better feel of the actual performance of the labs, as
opposed to the total building usage.
The units on the left axis are not specified (I guess the title on top of the graph should be on the
left side?)

-

-

The results do not display my own entered facility, or are unclear which one this is. This means I
cannot compare the database to my own building
There is no indication why some buildings are so much higher than others, except of the
GFA/Lab ratio. Would be great if I could see if these buildings implemented energy saving
equipment.
It would also be great if I could select one building and see its performance over time, preferably
with the renovations highlighted and explained what was done.
The result provide no direction for improvements, is this indeed excluded from the goal?
When checking all options (thus assessing the entire database) I can see:
o There are almost 600 entries in the database (climate change zones) 6% relevant to
Canada’s zone (yello)
 Zone 1A:
1
entry
 Zone 2A:
27
entries
 Zone 2B
4
entries
 Zone 3A:
26
entries
 Zone 3B:
68
entries
 Zone 3c:
62
entries
 Zone 4A:
169
entries
 Zone 4b:
1
entry
 Zone 4C:
13
entries
 Zone 5A:
169
entries
 Zone 5B:
24
entries
 Zone 6A:
27
entries (relevant to Canada)
 Zone 6B:
3
entries
 Zone 7:
4
entries
o Based on lab type: 34 entries divided by 5 lab types…approximately 6 each
 Biological
104
entries
 Chemical
104
entries
 Chemical/biological
148
entries
 Combination / others 154
entries
 Physical
88
entries
o So the database is currently not very helpful to Canada / Alberta. Not currently included
in the climate zone map but probably in zone 6 or 7 = 34 entries.
o The division of entries by lab type is balanced.
o The following graph is displayed:






It appears that the lab/GFA ratio is not related to the total building energy usage
The colors (estimated / measured) are no longer visible in the graph.
Own building is not displayed.

